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ABIS1 RACT

The continuum absorptlon by U1 0 between 800 and 1250 cm and by CO from
780 to 900 ci"I has been meab6red. The continuum renultb from thu 'extrme
'ings of very," strong aboorption lines centered outside the 800-1i50 cm-
interval. Experimental results are compared with calculated 1,cluen based
on various line shapes. The extreme wings of N2-broadened 1120 lines pro-
duce less than 0.005 as much continuum absorption as self-broadened M20
lines at the same pressure. Self-broadened H120 lines absorb more than
Lorentz-shaped lines, but the wings of aelf-broadeTed CO2 lines absorb
only approximately 0.01 as much in thro 7'80-900 cm- rugion as if they had
the Lorentz shape. The shapes of the wings of the C02 lilies Ahich produc•
the continuum between 780 and 900 cm-4 . are similar to those near 2400 cm"1

for both self btoadening and N2 broadening. Suggestions on methods for
using the resultE for atmospheric transmission calculations are given,
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The 8-14 4 (1250-700 cm" ) window is bounded on the low wavenumber side
by the very strong v2 CO2 band centered near 667 cm-I. Between 900 and
1100 cm 1 are two bands, 00 !110 0 and 00 i-02 0, which have received
much attention the past few years because they are involved in the CO 2
laser. Absorption in the intermediate region, from approximately 700
to 900 cm' 1 , results from several, weak bands and the continuum which
is due to extreme wings of lines of the v2 band. Section 2 of this
report presents the results of an experimental investigation of the CO2
continuum between 780 and 900 cm- 1 . The continuum absorbs only about
I percent as much as it would if all the lines in the v2 band had the
Lorentz shape. At 296K the extreme wings of these lines are apparently
similar in shape to the lines of the v band near 2400 cm" 1 . MeasurE:-
ments at 240K indicate that the continuum increases with decreasing
temperature at a faster rate than is predicted by simple theories on
line broadening. Results are presented for both self broadening and
N2 broadening. Since the earth's atmosphere is approximately 80 percent
similar to that by N2, it is probably safe to assume that N*. broadeningapplies to the atmosphere.

Until recently the upper atmosphere where the H20 concentration is low
was believed to be very transparent near 865 cm- where the CO2 absorp-
tion is minimum. However, Murcray et al,1 using a balloon-borne spec-
trometer, have found -that HNO occurs in the stratosphere and absorbs in
this region. Carbon dioxide is the primary absorber on the low wavenumber
side of the HNO03 band while CO2 and 03 absorb on the high wavenumber side
between 900 and 1100 cm-1 .

-i
Between 900 and 1800 cm , the absorption by CO is very weak and probably
negligible in comparison to absorption by CH4, oN2 0, and HI20 in the same
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region. The CO absorption is due primarily to two pressure-induced bands
of the C-206 m lecule and to two very weak bands of C12016018. results
of an experlmental study of thit, teý0ii; Will hC reported within the next
few weeks.

Although the absorption by q-,0 in relatively weak in the 700=1250 cmni
window, many weak absorptic..u lines occur throughout this region. For
most atmospheric paths, particularly i' the lower atmosphere, the absorp-
tion by these weak lines is less then the continuum absorption due to the
extreme wings of very strong H2 0 lines centered on both sides of the
wirdow, Section 3 of this report gives results of an experimental inves-
tigation of the continuum absorption by pure H2 0. The absorption is not
predictable by theory based on line shapes ordinarily used. As in the
case of C0 2 1 the temperature dependence of the continuum is also not
predictable by theory.

iI
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I ,
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SECTION 2

CONTINUUM ABSORPTION BY CO2 BETWEEN

780 AND 900 cm- 1

Samples of pure CO and CO2 + N9 were contained in either of two multiple-
pass absorption ce ls. The longer cell was operated at room t4mperature,
296K, with path lengths from 123 m to 1185 m and at pressures up to 1.5 azm.
The shorter cell provided path lengths between 4.2 and 32.9 m at pressures
as high as 14.6 atm. Temperatures in the short cell varied 'etween
296K and 240K. Refrigeration was provided by liquid nitrogen flowing
in tubing coiled through a mixture of water and ethylene glycol in
which the absorption cell was submerged. The absorption cells joined a
grating spectrometer built into a vacuum tank to avoid absorption by atmos-
pheric gases. Reference 2 describes the apparatus and experimental tech-
niques in more detail.

Representative spectral curves for two samples are shown in Fig. 2-1. The
continuum absorption due to the extreme wings of very strong lines whose
centers occur below 760 cm- is indicated by the broken curves. The
samples represented in Fig. 2-1 are essentially opaque between approximately
600 cm-1 and 800 cm- 1 as a result of the very strong lines in that interval.
The continuum absorption for a single sample cannot be determined from its
spectral curve alone, but it can be determined from samples covering a
wide range of pressures.

The transmittance T(v) at wavenumber v is given by

T(v) = exp -UK (V)1, or - YT(v) = uK(V). (2-1)

The absorber thickness u is expressed in molecules cm- and is proportional
to the product of path length and CO2 pressure, p, with a slight correction

2-1
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factor (1 1 0.0}05p) to account for t' non-linear relationship between
CO2 pressure nnd density. 1 it2 follows that the units for the absorption
coefficiet.t K(v) are enol1 cm .

In the spectral region of interest, where there is absorption by the
jcoutLllUu i jini a hyd byth" nesh", ?r Inral; I inc

K "(l/u)AT ((locil) C. (2-2)

SThe portion Qf Lhe absorption coefficient due to the local absorption
lines is denoted by K(Ioeal), and C is the continuum absorption coefficient.
It is understood the T, ri, and C are functions of v, however, for simplicity
T(v) is written as Tj K(v) As K, etc. The remainder of this section deals
with the continuum portion of the absorption coefficient, although K(Iocal)
was determined at several wavenumbers In order to solve for C in Eq. (2-2)
after substituting values for the observed transmittance.

The absorption coefficient of the wing of a collision-broadened line is
known to be proportional to pressure; therefore, we expect the continuum
coefficient for a mixture of p atm of CC. and p atm of N to be given by

0C C P1CN PN. (2-3)

The self-broadening and N2 -hroadening coefficients normalized to I atm are
denoted by Co and CN, respectively.

Before C can he found from a spectral curve, we must determine K(local),
which, for sample pressures less than a few atii varieE rapidly with wave-
number because of the linc structure. Since the spectral slitwidth of the
spectrometer was greater than the line widths at the low pressures,
K(local) could not be measured directly at a given point. It is known
from line-bron len ng theory that the average of K(local) over an interval
containing one or more lines is essentitally independent of pressure if the
interval contains all the lines contributing to the absorption. Therefore,
the average transmittances T of intervals approximately 3-5 cm 1I wide were
used instead of trnasmqitt;mimee read from )oi0nts on the spectral curves.
11 we ..,annider only tlle tj(runmn it tanc e o I t ho tocaL itines, (-1/u 77-T (local)
is equivalent to K(local). Hlowever, we do not read ,F17T from a spectral
curve, but a slightly different quantity, iv T. The dlif'erence between
these two quantities decreases with wider lines, and thus with increasing
pressure; it also decreases with increasing average transmittance by the
lines. We first assumed 1,,..T i..T(local) I T (C,(continuum), and that
I-l/u) --WT(local) 7(local) to calculate C and an approximate value for
i((local) by the method described below. The positions and approximate
widths of the lines are known, so that by applying simple, band-model
theory, we wer(, able to calculate a corrected K(local) and to adjust the
values of T which wore theln used to determine C. The correction was
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usually small since the continuum was determined at wavenumbers of minimum
absorption by the local lines. At 14.6 atn the maximum pressure used,
C was usually from 3 to 10 times as great as K(local), so ti-at errors in
;K(local) did not introduce Ilrge Prrors in C.

For self broadening, we typically used two samples of pure C02, one at
less than 5 atm and one at more than 10 atm. At each narrow interval
where the continuum was measured, the contribution of K(local) was the
same for both samples, with a small correction made for the line structure
as discussed above. If we indicate the parameters of the two samples by
subscripts 1 and 2, and use T to denote the average transmittance over the
narrow intervals,

C0 -p2 L ýT - L 2',T (2-4)
p 2-p 1 u 1  1I ]

After solving for C., K(local) could be found from Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3).
Several pairs of samples were used to determine C0 at each of the narrow
intervals. Because of the wide variation in absorption across the interval
investigated, each pair of samples usually provided reliable data at only
two or three different intervals. The path lengths were typically adjusted
so that the transmittance was between 0.2 and 0.8 in order to minimize the
uncertainty in (- i.T) due to errors in reading the spectral cueves and in
placing the 100 percent transmittance curve.

Values of CN were determined by comparing the transmittance, T1 , of a
pure CO2 sample with T,21 the transmittance of the sample after N2 had been
added to it. It follows from Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) that

Go /,,,T2). (2-5)

-1
Most of the local lines between 780 and 900 cm arise from transitions
from excited vibrational states. Consequently, the line strengths decrease
rapidly with decreasing temperature, and the correction for the local lines
was less severe at 240K than at 296K. At temperatures significantly above
296K, the contribution of the local lines would dominate, making the con-
tinuum difficult to measure accurately.

The experimental results for self broadening are summarized in Fig. 2-2
for the two temperatures where measurements were made. The points are at
the centers of the narrow intervals where the continuum was computed from
the spectral curves. Some of the plotted points represent averages of
several measurements. The most careful measurements were made near 873
cm I where the local lines adsorb the least. Large samples were used to
determine K(local) CSn CN at this point. These values were then used
to adjust the position of the 100 percent transmittance curves for the
smaller samples.

2-4
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In order to ensure that the continuum curve we obtaiped represented only
thp rttribhnidn (]ip~ In 1 j ,-'a pnt-prpri h I t-. 7AO,' %a jjq~r rnl-,,I - i~

strengths of the lines within the 760-900 cm-1 interval to estimate their
contributions to the o served results (See Refereince 3). Line shapes
bused on previous work kin our laboratory were used for the wings ot the
lines. Except for the Q-branches, the Lontrihut-ions of lines more than
5 cm-1 from the points Of Me~asuremrell were negligible. The distances
from the Q-branches to the points of observation are several times the
half-widths of the lines; therefore, the contribution of the Q-branchea
to the absorption coefficient is proportional to pressure, and cannot he
distinguished [rom the continuum due to very distant lintes. The calcu-
lated contributions of the Q-branches were rubtracted from the observed
results so that the experimental curves represent only the continuum due
to' lines centered belnw 760 cm1l. Thle correction varied with temperature
and position; it was u~ualiy less than 10 percent and never more than 25
percent of the observec results.

A few reduced-temperature measurements ware mnade when the samples varied
by a few degrees Kelvin from 240K. These results were adjuster' to 240K
in accordance with the temperature dependence discussed below and are
included as 240K data.

Figure 2-2 also includes :hree curves of the calculated continuum
absorption coefficient. The curves lab~elled with an L represent values
calculated by assuming that all of the. strong lines between 500 and 760
cm- 1 have the Lorentz shape. The strengths and widths of these lines are
reasonably well known, so that the large deviation between thn calculated
and experimental values can be attributed LO deviitions freln the Lorentz
line shape. It is hjuite Significent that the observed COntinuum1.11 rear
890 cm-1 is nearly two orders of mnagnitude less than the calculat~ed vAlue
based on the Lorentz qhapU.

Alico shown i~n Fig. 2-'2 f.S I CLu ve basud oil it mod ii Ied -oretlti ;' 111t Inc ',

derived [rowp measurements oC thle C02 conitiL111 near 2400 cmr1 due to thle
extreme wings of strong lines in the v3band, The. nilodiiied-Lorv-ati'.shalre
from Refei.encv 4 corresponds to 296K. No muldiCifed ahape has boon dete~r.
mined for the 2400 cm-I region at rodiiCfd tompccn Lures, rso the tsamue fth,11)

was used fror calculations at both temperaturesq. llhz expjerftmsintl cur-C
for 296K agrees well with I the modi fted-tLororitz L~-V CrrOl a~piroXimately,
780 to 820 cut-, but at hig~her Wa~ent.111hers:, tim eeimn4CturVe l iar
well above the cal colated otiv ThL 'jm i~diE id-Lor0I7IL curve noi '- 90,' ew-1
is strongly cl'ýpendttnt onl :he ass~umed zshapes ol L ines more, than 200 cmi-
from thei vot ctersq. '1he in cei- tointy Li) thI 10I1110 d 811111) at suc h largel
d i.s Lances ib great; there ;or e t ile fact or of 2 h(' WQIweu tlio jexpo I1inelt.at
and calIcula t ed cont ineuU1i is HI ( I Ilec C HS qr i I y 14L u )rprisitng

Figure. 2-3 shows corrospo'.d i g cuirves [or N2 broadening. As for ti-1 I
broad ening, t he oxpe oi menltalI valIues ar I- Upp1 1 ro0XiinA11 1. 0e1y 0V0 C odrs H I ma4gri iI Ud(IV
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FIG. 2-3. Normalized absorption coefficient for the ccntinuum due to

N -broadened CO lines. The experimental results for samples

ai 296K and 2401 are indicated. The calculated continuum based

on the Lorentz line shape is indicated by the curves labelled

L; ML denotes the calculated continuum based on the modified

Lorentz shape used in Ref. 2 to describe the shapes of N 2-
broadeued CO2 lines near 24U0 cm-I.
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below those calculated on the 'asis of the Lorentz line shape. The experi-
mental points also agree well with the modified-Lorentz prediction between
approximately 780 and 820 cm'1, and, as for the self-broadening curves, the

experimental curve lies above the calculated curve at higher wavenumbers.

The sum of the strentths of all of the lines used to calculate the con-

tinuum is 90.6 x 10" 9 mol"I cm2 cm"1 . The half-widths of the lines

normalized to one atm pressure were assumed to be 0.09 cm- 1 for self
broadening and 0.07 cm" 1 for N2 broadening at 296K. Changes in the

strengths and widths of the lines with temperature were account d for
in the calculations. The strengths are based on data from Kyle, and the
half-widths normalized to I atm were assumed to vary inversely as the
square-root of temperature, e.

Values from the smooth, experimental curves in Figs. 2-2 and 2-3 are
listed in Table 2-1. The estimated uncertainty in the tabulated values
is 10 to 15 percent. The major sources of error are in locating the
proper 100 percent transmittance curve and in accounting for the local
lines. At 240K, the measurements were somewhat less reproducible than
at 296K because the optics were less stable; but on the other hand, the

correction for the local lines was less at the reduced temperature.

The continuum absorption is seen to increase significantly as the tempera-
ture decreases, although the calculated continuum shows only a slight
temperature dependence. This experimental result is consistent with the
findings in the previous study of the continuum near 7000 cm"I. The
temperature dependence on the continuum is greater at the lower wavenumber
end of the interval than at the higher wavenumbers. We have derived a
simple, empirical equation which is shown as a footnote of Table 2-1 to
relate the continuum to temperature. The constant, T, which is a function
of v, was found by substituting the values from the smooth curves for
experimental points at 296K and 240K into the empirical equation. Although
no physical significance can be attached to TS or TN, the empirical
equation is probably valid for temperatures between approximately 220K
and 320K, which covers nearly any situation encountered in the earth's
atmosphere. A limited number of data points obtained near 273K agree
with the empirical equation within experimental error.

Application to Atmospheric Transmission Calculations

It is probably safe to assume that CN, the normalized N2 -broadening
coefficient is appropriate for air which consists of approximately 80%
N with only 0.03% CO 2* According to Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) the trans-2 .
mittance of the continuum for an atmospheric path at constant temperature
and pressure can be found from

= u CN pair, (continuum)

2-8



where C is determined from Table 2-1 for the appropriate temperature,
and u is the CO2 absorber thickness. Slant paths, or any path of non-
uniform temperature or pressure, can be divided into layers, each of
which can be considered uniform. The value of -,&T for the continuum
for the entire path is the sum of the corresponding quantities for each
layer.

The transmittance at any wavenumber is the product of the transmittances
of the continuum and the local lines. The continuum as given in Table 2-1
accounts for all the lines centered outside the 789-900 cm- 1 interval.
Calculating the transmittance of the local lines can be done by several
methods, including the use of band models, or line-by-line techniques or
combinations of these. The line-by-line method involves summing the
contributions of all the lines at points chosen sufficiently close
together that the line structure is retained. Since previous work 4 in
our laboratory showed that N2 -broadened CO2 lines deviate from the Lorentz
shape within less than I cm- from the line centers, the Lorentz shape is
not appropriate for the wings of the lines and should not be used. In
accordance with the previous work, the values of X listed in Table 2-2
should be substituted into the following equation to determine the absorp-
tion coefficient k for each line at a distance Iv-v I from vo, the line
center. Values of X for IV-V0i between the values Yisted can be found
by interpolation.

k kL X) where k is the Lorentz coefficient,

kL S
(v-v ) + ct

The absorption coefficient for all the local lines is found by summing
the values of k for each line.

The strength of the lines is denoted by S, and the half-width by a. The
line parameters S and a for most of the lines between 780 and 900 cm" 1

have been calculated by Drayson and compiled by Kyle. 3 Preliminary com-
parisons of the calculated values with some experimental results obtained
recently in our laboratory show fair agreement. We plan to adjust the
strengths of many of the lines to be consistent with the experimental
results and publish the revised values within the next few months.

Considerable computer time can be saved in a line-by-line method without
introducing significant error by excluding the contribution o' the extreme
wings of the local lines. Because of the high concentration of lines in
the Q-branches, these lines produce a significant portion of the absorp-
tion at points further from their centers than do the other local lines.
The absorption coefficient at any point can be approximated by including
the calculated contribution by the continuum, the three Q-branches near

2-9



193, 828h and 964 cmQ arnd the local linee centered within 5 cm1 of the
%Isrp"%2Ms nF intitwent, The other local lines ,nav be excluded.

The criteria for truncating the contribution of each line to only approxi- I
,aLe hut is based un ,,attiLahIngd th errotr dut- tu trun.ctiton les than 3

or 4 percent of the total absorption coefficient, It it clear that linen

could be truncated closer in some regions than in others, and that the
distance depends on temperature since the local lines and the continuum
vary quite differently with temperature. More complicated criteria could
be developed to save even more computer timej however, the ones given
above are simple to apply and probably adequate.

I1

(1



TABLE 2-1

CONTINUUM ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS

C0 X10 2 6  Co 1026 0 1026 0 1026
1 Csx S xS CN x N xN

-i
cm (at 296K) (at 240K) (at 296K) (at 240K)

780 78 161 3.5 26 37.1 1.7
790 55.9 112 3.4 20 28.8 1.8
800 40.7 80 3.3 15.5 22.3 1.8

810 30.4 58 3.1 12.4 17.5 1.7
820 23.4 42.5 2.9 10 13.7 1.6
830 18.2 31.3 2.6 8.1 10.8 1.4
840 14.3 23.1 2.3 6.7 8.6 1.2
850 11.3 17.4 2.1 5.5 6.9 1.1

860 9.0 12.8 1.7 4.52 5.5 0.92
870 7.1 9.7 1.5 3.75 4.37 0.76
880 5.7 7.3 1.2 3.0 3.49 0.59
890 4.52 5.5 0.96 2.59 2.0 0.37

Values of C0 and C .are in mol 2cm 2 -1 ; and T are
S N arNnm mamdimensionless. From the data at two differeni temperatures,

we have derived values for 7r so that C can be calculated
at other temperatures by use of the following equation:

(e) = CO(296K) [0/296] S

Corresponding values of Tr. are also given for N broadening.
No physical significance is attached to rS and i N" The
empirical equation is probably adequate for temperatures
encountered in the earth's atmosphere, but is not recommended
for more extreme temperatures.

2-11



TABLE 2-2

MODIFICATION FACTOR FOR ATMOSPHERIC CO2 LINES

01 X

0. 1.00
0.5 1.00

0.6 0.96
0.7 0.89
0.8 0.82

0.9 (0.77
L.0 0.70
1.2 0.60
L. 5 0. 'i5
2.0 0..'i .

5.{ () . I9
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SECTION 3

CONTINUUM ABSORPTION BY H 0 BETWEEN

800 AND 1250 cm
1

Figure 3-1 shows a representative spectrum of H 20 in the 800-1250 cm
region. The H2 0 absorption in this region is different than in most
regions since a significant portion of it is due to the extreme wings
of much stronger lines whose centers occur outside the region. These
extreme wings give rise to the continuum absorption which can be approxi-
mated by drawing a smooth envelope curve through the points of maximum
transmittance. Within the region there are several narrow intervals at
which the influence of lines closer than a few cm- 1 is much less than
the continuum absorption. The continuum has been investigated by making
measurements at these small window regions.

Calfee and Benedict5 have calculated the strengths and widths of all the
HO lines in a wide range of wavelengths, including the 8-12 ý interval.
Ttese calculations are based in part on atmospheric spectra obtained
with the sun as a radiation source. Although the calculated strengths
and widths of many of these lines may require adjusting as better
experimental results become available, they are generally known well
enough that reliable absorption calculations can be made. The remainder
of this section deals with the continuum absorption, which has received
most of the attention in the H 20 study since least was known about it.

As discussed in Section 2, the transmittance of the continuum for an'
H2 0 + N2 mixture is related to the absorber thickness u and the normalized
absorption coefficients by

0 o

(-/u)4.T = C = CS p + C 0PN (3-1)

3-1
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The 1120 and N? partial pressures in atmospheres are denoted by p and pM,
respectively. and the absorber thickness u Is in molecules cm--. The
cooffilent lts, UN LO, Lhem L ntimmeL,• nt• T t are slowly varying functions

of v for the continuum.

JFigure 3-2 shows a typical plot of the observed absorption coefficient
versus pressure of a pure H 0 sample at one of the narrow windows. In
accordance with Eq. (3-1), ihe absorption coefficient is proportional to
pressure, thus contirming the assumption that the absorption is due to
the continuum rather than to unresolved lines.

We have found that C << C for H 0 continuum absorption between 800 and
1250 cm" 1 . In fact, CN is so small we have not been able to measure it
reliably. Further attempts to measere this quantity are planned for the
near future. The remainder of this section deals with self broadening

I only.

Fzom the calculated values5 of strengths and widths of the very strong
° H0 liles centered outside the 700-1250 cm- 1 interval, we have calculated

the ontinuum expected within the interval. In accordance with previous

workC in our laboratory, we assumed that at a given pressure self-broadened
H 0 lines are five Limes as wide as N--broadened lines, for which the
values of Calfee and Benedict apply. |The calculations were made for the
three different line shapes shown below which have been proposed for
collision-broadened lines.

k (-, (Simple Lorentz) (3-2)

K V 2 2 2 2 (Fuli.ore Ref. 7)

0 . 0 (3-3)

i -- [ ( - 2+ . (Van Vleck-Weisskopf,0 (\,- )2 I -1 (N)iv 0) Ref. 7) (3-4)

Ini muost cases of interest in the infrared, IV-v I v ; so that all
three of' the aoeyO eqUaLtlons are equivalent and 0 thi• simple Lorentz equa-
Lion is used. The centers of many of the lines contributing to the H 0
conLiUoum ItIo below 300 c11-I so that \'- V I may exceed v . Consequently,O'

tictclated values based on the various shapes are quit:e 8 ifferent.
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FIG. 3-2. Plot of absorption coefficient at 844.2 cm versus
pressure of a pure H 0 sample. The sample is at 387K
and the path length is 933 meters.
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~i i
Curves of the calculated continuum coefficient are shown in Fig. 3-3,
along with points representing our experimental results. From the results
'o conclude that thea ext-reme win~gn of sel f-broadened H 0' llama aboceb morc

than Lorentz shape lines. By contrast, we recall from Section 2 that the
extreme wings of self-broadened CO2 lines are much less agsorbing than
Lorentz liner. Although we have been unable to measure CN, the aormalized
absorption coefficient Sor the N -broadened HO continuum, we believe that
it is less than 0.005 C . Therenore, we conclude that the extreme wings

N
of N2 'broadened H 20 lines also are weaker than Lorentz lines.

A normal atmosphere contains less than 4 percent H10. Thus, if C0 and C0

were approximately equal, N2 broadening would dominate and - 'rT would
vary linearly with p, the H20 partial pressure. (- ,4T is equivalent to
absorptance A for A << i.) However, since C -< CS, self broadening
dominates, at least in a moderately humia to humid atmosphere. Conse-
quently, -_6-T for the continuum may vary as p 2 . This strong dependence
on p may he the reason for the unusually large increase in atmospheric
absorption with increasing humidity9 observed in long, horizontal paths
by Taylor and Yates and by Streete and in slant paths by Bignell et al.
who used the sun as a radiation source.

McCoy, Rensch, and Long have used an absorption cell similar to ours to
make It 0 absorption measurements with a CO laser source operating at thi
line IA0. This laser line is known to be isolated from any significant
H1.0 absorption line, so that the absorption by water vapor is due to the
continuum. Their results for pure water vapor compare favorably with ours
at the same wavelex.gth.

Figure 3-4 compares experimental results for H2' at three different

temperatures. The absorption coefficient decreases rapidly with increns-
lg temperature throughout the region, a result which is coutrary to
theory If we, aisuime that the jine shapes remain the same. Varanasi, Chou,
and Penner 2 have measured the absorption by a 2 cm lorlg sample of 1120
al 10( atm pressure and approximately 500'K. We have obtained a value at
[000 c:mnl from one of their curves and calculated the absorption coefficient.
The value of their curve is too small to be read ith otter then 25%
accuracy, but it is approximately 2.7 x 10- 2 3 mol'1 cm at 1 atm.
"Therefore, we conclude that the absorption coefficient continues tc
decrease with increasing temperature.

Varr•asi, Chou, and Penner have suggested that the continuum absorption
in this region results from the association of water molecules due to
hydrogen bonding, rather than to the extreme wings of the rotational
and vlbratioi'-rotational lines. 'the absorption coefficient by the
mechantism they propose, like the absorption due to the extreme wings of
lines, is expected to increase linearly with pressure. The mechanism
proposed by Varanasi eL al is based, at least in part, on the strong
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temperature dependence of the absorption. The temperature dependence
that we have observed is not in contradiction with the assumptions on
binding energy suggested by these workers. However, since so little
is known about the behavior of the extreme wings of lines, absorption
by them cannot be ruled out.

Application to Atmospheric Transmission Calculations

The H 0 transmittance at any point in the window region is the product
of the transmittances of the local lines and the continuum. The strengths
and widths og the local lines have been calculated and tabulated by Calfee
and Benedict so that their contribution can be determined. We plan to
compare the calculated values with values based on some experimental
results and to make adjustments where necessary. Preliminary comparisons
indicate that only minor adjustments will be required.

-i
At any point between approximately 850 and 1150 cm , the contribution
by all the local lines more than 5 cm- 1 away can be ignored since it is
much less than that due to the lines within 5 im-I and to the continuum
due to lf nes centered outside the 700-1250 cm- region. From 1150 to
1250 cm- and from 700 to 850 cm"I, several lines occur which are much
stronger than any between 850 and 1150 cm" 1 . Because of these stronger
lines, the influence of all lines within 10 cm" 1 of a point of calculation
should be considered in the 700-850 cm- 1 end 1150-1250 cm- regions.

The continuum absorption due to self broadening can be calculated by

-4T = u C' p, (continuum)

where p is the H20 pressure. Values of C can be obtained from Fig. 3-4.2 S
Since there is quite a strong temperature dependence, and no data are
provided for temperatures below 296K, extrapolation to lower temperatures
may be required. Although there is little physical justification for the
type of empirical equation given with Table 2-i, this equation is probably
adequate for extrapolation to lower temperatures encountered in the
atmosphere. Values of T for the equation can be determined from the
curves in Fig. 3-4. Extrapolation to very low temperatures may introduce
sizeable errors in the continuum coefficient; however, at these tempera-
tures the H2 0 pressures are so low that the H 20 continuum absorption is.
slight.

As discussed above, C_ is very small and difficult to measure. At present
we have not been able to obtain reliable values for this quantity. Until
other data are available, we suggest that C0  = 0.005 C be used to

N
determine the continuum due to N and 0 broadening of ýhe H20 lines.

This relationship between C0 and CS is gased on data of McCovy Rensch,
and Long. 1 1 Our results inhicate that the constant (0.005) should be
even smaller; therefore, values calculated by use of this constant will
probably represent a maximum contribution by the N2 and 02 broadening.
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We plan to continue investigating the 0 H2 0 absorption in this region in
order to obtain reliable values for CN anid to determine the temperature
dependence of C0 and C . Publication of a scientific report containing
the improved data is eSpected within a few months.
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